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 5270-9 Shell Pieces 

MEXICAN GREEN 
ABALONE SHELL 

PIECES 

Code      Description         Price per ½ lb. 
221-GTPNAS-AS    Mexican Green Abalone Pieces:Small  $34.05 
221-GTPNAM-AS    Mexican Green Abalone Pieces:Medium $40.81 
221-GTPNAL-AS    Mexican Green Abalone Pieces:Large  $40.81 
221-GTPNAXL-AS   Mexican Green Abalone Pieces:X-Large $40.81 

221-GTPNAxxx-AS  Comparison  

221-GTPNAM-AS   ½ lb. 

These tumbled Mexican 
abalone shell pieces 
come in ½ lb bags (250 
grams). They are great 
for use in aquariums, 
terrariums, gardens, 
floral decorations, and of 
course, jewelry. These 
are natural items, so 
please expect some 
variation between each 
piece. (Haliotis fulgens. 
Wild).  
 

Product of Mexico, 
tumbled in South Africa 

MEXICAN GREEN ABALONE 
SHELL LIPS 

Code      Description         Price per ½ lb. 
221-GTLNAS-AS    Mexican Green Abalone Lips:Small  $23.80 
221-GTLNAM-AS    Mexican Green Abalone Lips:Medium $23.80 
221-GTLNAL-AS    Mexican Green Abalone Lips:Large  $23.80 
221-GTLNAXL-AS   Mexican Green Abalone Lips:X-Large $23.80 

221-GTLNAL-AS 
These tumbled Mexican 
abalone shell lips come in 
½ lb. bags (250 grams). 
They are great for use in 
aquariums, terrariums, 
gardens, floral decorations, 
and of course, jewelry. 
These are natural items, so 
please expect some 
variation between each 
piece. (Haliotis fulgens. 
Wild).  

Product of Mexico, tumbled in South Africa 

BROKEN QUAHOG SHELLS 

The broken quahog shells are sorted into slightly chipped 
and small pieces.  They are sold by the pound.  The shells 
have been shucked and cleaned in cold water.   
 

There are approximately 5 to 7 chipped shells per pound.  
There are approximately 15 to 20 small pieces per pound.  
The quantity per pound will vary.  (Mercenaria mercenaria, 
wild). 
 

Product of the USA 

1080-B1 one pound 1080-B3 one pound 

Code  Description     1-11  12+ 
1080-B1 Quahog Shells:Chipped (lb.)  $7.21  $6.51 
1080-B3 Quahog Shell Pieces:Small (lb.)  $7.21  $6.51 

BLUE MUSSEL SHELL PIECES 
1011-TP-02-NA 

Code   Description    1-23 kg 24+ kg 
1011-TP-02-NA Blue Mussel Shell Pieces:  $7.95  $6.12 
   2mm:Natural 

We have one size of tumbled and polished blue mussel shell pieces.  They 
are sold by the kilogram. (Mytilus galloprovincialis, wild). 
 

Product of South Africa 

1011-TP-02-NA 
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 5270-10 Tumbled Shell Pieces 

TUMBLED AFRICAN ABALONE SHELL PIECES 

The tumbled abalone shell pieces come in assorted sizes as well as sorted sizes.  The pieces are great for use in aquariums, terrariums, gardens, floral 
decorations, and jewelry. The shells are cleaned.  The bleached white pieces were bleached and the creamy white pieces were treated with hydrogen 
peroxide.  Please note that over time the dyes will fade if the shell is left in the sun. We get shipments only once a year, so please plan accordingly.  
(Haliotis midae, ranch).    
 

Product of South Africa 

220-TP-NA 220-TP-CR 220-TP-BL 220-TP-CP 

220-TP-GR 220-TP-RD 

Code    Description of Assorted Sizes 1-5 kg  6-23 kg 24+ kg 
220-TP-NA   Natural    $23.39 $21.04 $18.71 
220-TP-BW   Bleached White   $30.81 $27.73 $24.65 
220-TP-CR   Creamy White   $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 
220-TP-BL   Blue     $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 
220-TP-CP   Copper    $51.03 $45.93 $40.82 
220-TP-GR   Green     $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 
220-TP-RD   Red     $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 
220-TP-TQ   Turquoise    $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 
220-TP-YL   Yellow    $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 

220-TP-TQ 220-TP-YL 

Code    Description of Assorted Sizes 1-11  12-49  50+ 
220-TP-NAC  Natural (100g)   $8.07  $7.27  $6.46 
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1 KG = 2.2 pounds 1 pound = 0.45 KG 

If you plan to drill the abalone shell pieces, we have been 
told to drill the pieces in water with a drill press to avoid 
creating dust.  It is not safe to breathe the fine dust created by 
drilling or sanding abalone.  Be careful not to electrocute 
yourself! 
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 5270-X Tumbled Shell Pieces 

NEW 

220-TP-05-TQ 

TUMBLED AFRICAN ABALONE SHELL PIECES 

Code   Description   1-5 kg  6-23 kg 24+ kg 

220-TP-03-NA 3mm:Natural   $19.10 $19.10 $19.10 
 

220-TP-05-NA 5mm:Natural   $31.93 $26.62 $21.28 
220-TP-05-BW 5mm:Bleached White $24.56 $20.46 $16.39 
220-TP-05-CR 5mm:Creamy White $24.56 $20.46 $16.39 
220-TP-05-TQ 5mm:Turquoise  $32.90 $27.42 $21.93 
 

220-TP-10-NA 10mm:Natural  $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 
220-TP-10-BW 10mm:Bleached White $30.81 $27.73 $24.65 
220-TP-10-CR 10mm:Creamy White $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 
220-TP-10-LC 10mm:Light Creamy $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 
220-TP-10-BL 10mm:Blue   Out of Stock 
220-TP-10-TQ 10mm:Turquoise  $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 
 

220-TP-25-NA 25mm:Natural  $33.57 $28.01 $22.38 
220-TP-25-BW 25mm:Bleached White $36.47 $30.81 $24.32 
220-TP-25-CR 25mm:Creamy White $36.47 $30.81 $24.32 
220-TP-25-LC 25mm:Light Creamy $36.47 $30.81 $24.32 
220-TP-25-BL 25mm:Blue   $36.47 $30.81 $24.32 
220-TP-25-TQ 25mm:Turquoise  $36.47 $30.81 $24.32 
 

220-TP-50-NA 50mm:Natural  $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 
220-TP-50-BW 50mm:Bleached White $30.84 $27.75 $24.66 
220-TP-50-CR 50mm:Creamy White $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 
220-TP-50-LC 50mm:Light Creamy $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 
220-TP-50-TQ 50mm:Turquoise  $27.65 $24.89 $22.11 

1 KG = 2.2 pounds 1 pound = 0.45 KG 

If you plan to drill the abalone shell pieces, we 
have been told to drill the pieces in water with a 
drill press to avoid creating dust.  It is not safe to 
breathe the fine dust created by drilling or sanding 
abalone.  Be careful not to electrocute yourself! 

Code    Description    1-11 kg 12-99 kg 100+ kg 
220-TP-0102-NA  1-2mm:Natural   $29.58 $22.75 $18.20 
 

220-TP-0204-NA  2-4mm:Natural   $26.28 $20.21 $16.17 
220-TP-0204-BWD  2-4mm:Bleached White Dark $31.06 $23.89 $19.11 
220-TP-0204-CP  2-4mm:Copper   $64.50 $49.61 $39.69 
220-TP-0204-CW  2-4mm:Creamy White  $31.06 $23.89 $19.11 
220-TP-0204-CWG  2-4mm:Gritty Creamy White $27.95 $21.50 $17.20 

 

220-TP-0406-NA  4-6mm:Natural   $23.89 $18.38 $14.70 
220-TP-0406-BWD  4-6mm:Bleached White Dark $28.67 $22.05 $17.64 

220-TP-0406-BWL  4-6mm:Bleached White Light $28.67 $22.05 $17.64 
220-TP-0406-CP  4-6mm:Copper   $64.50 $49.61 $39.69 
220-TP-0406-CW  4-6mm:Creamy White  $31.06 $23.89 $19.11 

 

220-TP-0612-NA  6-12mm:Natural   $21.50 $16.54 $13.23 
220-TP-0612-BW  6-12mm:Bleached White   $26.28 $20.21 $16.17 
220-TP-0612-CP  6-12mm:Copper    $62.11 $47.78 $38.22 
220-TP-0612-CW  6-12mm:Creamy White   $31.06 $23.89 $19.11 
 

220-TP-1219-NA  12-19mm:Natural   $21.50 $16.54 $13.23 
220-TP-1219-BW  12-19mm:Bleached White  $26.28 $20.21 $16.17 
220-TP-1219-CP  12-19mm:Copper    $62.11 $47.78 $38.22 
220-TP-1219-CW  12-19mm:Creamy White   $31.06 $23.89 $19.11 
 

220-TP-19UP-CP  19mm+:Copper   $62.11 $47.78 $38.22 
220-TP-19UP-CW  19mm+:Creamy White  $31.06 $23.89 $19.11 

The tumbled abalone shell pieces come in assorted sizes as well as sorted sizes.  The pieces are great for use in aquariums, terrariums, gardens, floral 
decorations, and jewelry. The shells are cleaned.  The bleached white pieces were bleached and the creamy white pieces were treated with hydrogen 
peroxide.  Please note that over time the dyes will fade if the shell is left in the sun. We get shipments only once a year, so please plan accordingly.  
(Haliotis midae, ranch).    
 

Product of South Africa 

220-TP-05-NA 

220-TP-25-CR 220-TP-50-NA 

220-TP-10-BL 220-TP-0612-CP 

220-TP-25-LC 220-TP-10-CW 

220-TP-0204-CWG 
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 5270-11 Tumbled Shell Pieces 

TUMBLED PAUA SHELL PIECES 

The tumbled paua shell pieces are sold in 1/4-pound bags.  Some pieces will be very nicely tumbled and polished. Some will have rougher edges. 
Some quantity will have chips or be broken. We are not selling the pieces as flawless, individually packaged pieces.   
 

There are many uses for the tumbled pieces. They are great for inlay work. They can be put in the bottom of an aquarium or fountain for decoration. 
They can be used for jewelry.   
 

Paua is the species of abalone shell found only in the cold waters of southern New Zealand. The coloring varies from shell to shell and has an amazing 
iridescence.  The pieces vary in size and shape and come from shells that have been tumbled to a natural, satin, or high gloss finish.  Natural finish 
pieces are tumbled without the polished (satin) finish and have a more rustic look.  Satin finish pieces are tumbled to a polished finish.  They are good 
quality shell pieces that tend to be thicker than the gloss finish shells. They are processed with cream and corn grit.  Gloss drilled pieces are tumbled 
to a high gloss finish and each piece is drilled with a small hole at the top.  They are processed using hydrochloric acid and the pieces tend to be flatter 
and thinner than the satin finish pieces. (Haliotis iris, wild).  
 

Product of New Zealand 

Code    Description    Approx. Size 1-11 ¼-lb. bag 12+ ¼-lb. bag 
565Z-TPNXF-AS  Paua Pieces:Natural:Extra-Fine 2-3 mm, 3/16” $18.24  $15.19 
565Z-TPNUK-AS  Paua Pieces:Natural:Unsorted confetti to 3”  $23.08  $19.26 
 

565Z-TPSS-AS  Paua Pieces:Satin:Small  5/8”-1”  $40.39  $33.67 
565Z-TPSXL-AS  Paua Pieces:Satin:Exra-Large 2 5/8”   $40.39  $33.67 
 

565Z-TPGDL-AS  Paua Pieces:Gloss:Drilled:Large    $35.15  $29.28 

Code    Description    Approx. Size  1-11 ¼-lb. bag 12+ ¼-lb. bag 
565Z-TPSRS-AS  Paua Rims:Satin:Small  20-40 mm, 1 3/16”- 1 5/8” $44.89  $37.41 
565Z-TPSRM-AS  Paua Rims:Satin:Medium  40-80 mm, 1 5/8”-3” $44.89  $37.41 
565Z-TPSRL-AS  Paua Rims:Satin:Large  3”+    $20.53  $17.09 
565Z-TPSRU-AS  Paua Rims:Satin:Unsorted  3/4”-4”   $40.39  $32.83 

Code    Description   1-11 ¼-lb. bag 12+ ¼-lb. bag 
565Z-CHPU-AS  Paua Chips:Unsorted $25.86  $22.62 

Code   Description     1-11 ¼-lb. bag 12+ ¼-lb. bag 
565Z-TPWSU-AS Paua Wings/Fans:Satin:Unsorted  $14.24  $11.87 

565Z-CHPU-AS 

565Z-TPWSU-AS 

565Z-TPNUK-AS 565Z-TPNXF-AS 565Z-TPSS-AS 565Z-TPSXL-AS 565Z-TPGDL-AS 

565Z-TPSRS-AS 565Z-TPSRM-AS 565Z-TPSRL-AS 565Z-TPSRU-AS 
Rims, also called lips or spikes, are 
shell edge pieces.  
 

Wings/Fans are edge pieces similar 
to the rims but also have part of the 
thinner main body shell pieces 
attached.  
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Code   Description    Approx. Size  Price per ¼-lb. bag 
565-TPSXF-4 Paua Pieces:Satin:Extra Fine 2-5 mm, 0.08”-0.2”  $30.29 
565-TPSF-4  Paua Pieces:Satin:Fine  5-15 mm, 0.2”-0.6”  $24.80 
565-TPSS-4  Paua Pieces:Satin:Small  15-25 mm, 0.6”-1”  $24.80 
565-TPSM-4  Paua Pieces:Satin:Medium  25-40 mm, 1”-1.6”  $24.80 
565-TPSXL-4 Paua Pieces:Satin:Extra Large 60+ mm, 2.4”+  $24.80 
 

565-TPDU-SK-4 Paua Pieces:Satin:Spikes  1”-4”    $34.79 
565-TPDU-PP-4 Paua Pieces:Satin:Premium 2”-4”    $38.89 

565-TPSXF-4 565-TPSXL-4 

565-TPDU-SK-4 565-TPDU-PP-4 
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 5270-12 Tumbled Shell Pieces 

NEW 

HIGHLY POLISHED TUMBLED PAUA SHELL PIECES 

The highly polished tumbled paua shell pieces are sold in 1/4-pound and 1-kilogram (2.2 pound) bags.  Some pieces will be very nicely tumbled and 
polished. Some will have rougher edges. Some quantity will have chips or be broken. We are not selling the pieces as flawless, individually packaged 
pieces.   
 

There are many uses for the tumbled pieces. They are great for inlay work. They can be put in the bottom of an aquarium or fountain for decoration. 
They can be used for jewelry.   
 

Paua is the species of abalone shell found only in the cold waters of southern New Zealand. The coloring varies from shell to shell and has an amazing 
iridescence.  There will be some variation in the sizes and shapes as these are natural pieces. (Haliotis iris, wild).  
 

Product of New Zealand 

565-TNHP-4 565-TTHP-4 

565-TPHPS-4 565-TPHPS-KG Code   Description    Approx. Size  1-11 ¼-lb. bag 12+ ¼-lb. bag 
565-TPHPF-4 Paua Pieces:HP:Fine  5-15 mm, 0.2”-0.6”  $18.89  $15.12 
565-TPHPS-4 Paua Pieces:HP:Small  15-25 mm, 0.6”-1”  $11.33  $  9.07 
565-TPHPSM-4 Paua Pieces:HP:Small/Medium 15-45 mm, 0.6”-1.75” $24.18  $19.34 
565-TPHPM-4 Paua Pieces:HP:Medium  25-45 mm, 1”-1,75” $24.94  $29.95 
565-TPHPL-4 Paua Pieces:HP:Large  40-65 mm, 1.5”-2.5” $26.45  $21.16 
565-TPHPAS-4 Paua Pieces:HP:Assorted  15-50 mm, 0.5”-2”  $24.18  $19.34 
 

565-TNHP-4  Paua Pieces:HP;Nuggets   20-50 mm, 0.8”-2”  $15.12  $12.09 
565-TTHP-4  Paua Pieces:HP:Tusks  ~100 mm, 3.5”-4”  $30.22  $24.18 

Code   Description    Approx. Size  Price per kg 
565-TPHPF-KG Paua Pieces:HP:Fine  5-15 mm, 0.2”-0.5”  $151.12 
565-TPHPS-KG  Paua Pieces:HP:Small  15-25 mm, 0.5”-1”  $  90.68 
565-TPHPSM-KG Paua Pieces:HP:Small/Medium 15-40 mm, 0.5”-1.6” $193.44 
565-TPHPM-KG Paua Pieces:HP:Medium  25-40 mm, 1”-1.6”  $199.48 
565-TPHPL-KG Paua Pieces:HP:Large  40-65 mm, 1.6”-2.5” $211.58 
565-TPHPAS-KG Paua Pieces:HP:Assorted  15-50 mm, 0.5”-2”  $193.44 
 

565-TNHP-KG Paua Pieces:HP:Nuggets  20-50 mm, 0.8”-2”  $120.90 
565-TTHP-KG Paua Pieces:HP:Tusks  ~100 mm, 3.5”-4”  $241.79 

565-TPHPS-4 565-TPHPF-4 565-TPHPSM-4 565-TPHPM-4 565-TPHPL-4 565-TPHPAS-4 

Code    Description     1-11 ¼-lb. bag 12+ ¼-lb. bag 
1353-TBSU-AS  Black Lip MOP Pieces:Satin:Unsorted $34.19  $28.51 

TUMBLED BLACK LIP MOTHER OF PEARL SHELL PIECES 

The tumbled black lip mother of pearl shell pieces are sold in 1/4-pound bags.  Satin finish pieces are tumbled to a 
polished finish.  They are good quality shell pieces that tend to be thicker than the gloss finish shells. They are processed 
with cream and corn grit.  Some pieces will be very nicely tumbled and polished. Some will have rougher edges. Some 
quantity will have chips or be broken. We are not selling the pieces as flawless, individually packaged pieces.  There are 
many uses for the tumbled pieces. They are great for inlay work. They can be put in the bottom of an aquarium or 
fountain for decoration. They can be used for jewelry.  (Pinctada margaritifera, wild).    
 

Product of France (Tahiti) 

1353-TBSU-AS 

Code   Description     Approx. Size  Price per ¼-lb. bag 
565-TPGDS-4 Paua Pieces:Gloss:Drilled:Small  <10 mm, <0.4”  $52.39 
565-TPGDM-4 Paua Pieces:Gloss:Drilled:Medium 10-15 mm, 0.4”-0.6” $38.68 
565-TPGDL-4 Paua Pieces:Gloss:Drilled:Large  15-25 mm, 0.6”-1”  $33.15 

565-TPGDM-4 TUMBLED PAUA 
SHELL PIECES 

These are tumbled to a high gloss finish and each piece is drilled with a 1 mm 
hole.  They are processed using hydrochloric acid and the pieces tend to be 
flatter and thinner than the satin finish pieces. (Haliotis iris, wild).  

Product 
of New 
Zealand 


